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The Good Life:
Consumption of Readymadesl
Construction of Events
KENNETH WARRINER
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Here all things are available according to desire, and are on
display in order to suggest the desire.
- Paul and Percival Goodman'

targeted items appealingly designed to satisfy our needs and pleasures. We "get" them, as readymades; prepackaged. The readymades
are sorted into homogeneous groupings to foster competition among
the similar offerings.
The desire for the new, however degraded by consumer culture,
Of course contemporary settlement patterns are far from closed
is also at the same time a desire that can exceed the logic of
systems and cannot utilize the precise selling optimization of the
capitalist modernity by its hope for something external to that
supermarket set-up, and are not designed as a single machine. But
system.
as with supermarket operations, there is a contemporary- logic
- in -pre- Jonathan Crary2
packaging items of experience, in offering readymades, in breaking
uv the flow of exoerience into identifiable units that can be com~etitively marketed - both the necessary experiences (work, schooling,
I. CONSUMERIST-EQUIVALENCESET-UPS
etc.) and those of pleasure and leisure (entertainment, cultural
Is there any way, in the wake of Heroic Modernism's failed social
offerings, etc.). The tendency is familiar enough through numerous
project, to believe that we could construct material environments
accounts of modernization's rationalization processes.
supportive of a more democratic and sustainable, less privatized,
Considerable emotional energy is expended in positioning onemanipulative, and numbing, way of life? Can architects even ask
self to get the specific ready-made experiences we each have learned
such a question today without laboriously pre-arming themselves
to prefer. But what is disturbing is the overall passivity generated,
against charges of naivete, or social engineering, or ignorance of the
not in selection, but in their reception, the lack of constructive
"real" formative processes constructing our settlements?
involvement with these prepackaged equivalent experiences. We
The ideals and mechanisms of centralized comprehensive plan"get" experiences, "reading" the meanings already designed into
ning have been largely abandoned, as incapable of fulfilling most of
them, in contrast to making or constructing meaningful experience
the targeted goals, and as often damaging in the unintended consewith others. The ready-made forecloses the possibility of the
quences of those goals actually achieved. The belief that individual
unpredictable event, where meanings grow out of engaging with
architectural projects could contribute to an overall good orjust life
particular situations, with particular relations to others, to self, to the
vanished along with the notion of the master-plan. We rarely
world.
imagine influencing the developmental direction of a city or anyIn contemporary life we construct fewer and fewer experiences
thing large-scale, except perhaps as a privately financed suburbfor ourselves, and even fewerjointly with others. The institutional
towns and themed developments. By default, architects have been
set-ups affording such social construction barely survive; they are
left with twoideologically charged myths whichcontainjust enough
supplanted either by those which offer necessary amelioration (that
is, services necessary to comDensate for the structural dis~lacements
appeal to gain popular commitment, while masking their effective
content:
required by modernization), br they operate to facilitate private selfimproving passions, such as body-building or sharpening one's
There is no need for large-scale design or planning; selfinvestment skills or developing the kinds of competencies sellable
organizing market mechanisms are more efficient and register
on the labor market.
people's real desires.
In short, most of us do dulling work to get money to buy some
pleasure anddistraction, and as well, some recreation to be refreshed
Infrastructural networks, material as well as institutional, are
to work some more. This is a painfully cynical image; it should
put in place in response to publicly agreed-upon needs and as
prompt us to wrest from it more optimistic design practices.
such, are outside the purview of architectural practices.
The obvious target here is our turn from living lives centered
around the intimacies of direct production and use, to the life
Most of those who sponsor and regulate the design and construction of the built environment share these beliefs.
dominated by exchange-values and abstract equivalencies, and, as
For things
they say, lives "given meaning" through consumpti~n.~
We now see architecture as a series of self-contained easilyand experiences to operate as consumable items in a system of
identifiable packages of need-satisfiers, arrayed within a relatively
neutral access matrix. In short, items arrayed as in a supe~market.~ exchange, they must be measured. As Adorno and Horkheimer have
noted: "Bourgeois society is ruled by equivalence. It makes the
Were supermarkets not closed systems requiring check-out gates,
dissimilar comparable by reducing it to abstract qualitie~."~
A long
they and contemporary settlements would share roughly the same
critical tradition has elaborated this shift from use-values to exorganizational set-up, if not the same geometry. From a home base
change-values, almost always taking the position that a fundamen(equivalent to the store entry), we move through neutral paths to
*
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tal, true or good condition which has been lost. The call typically is
for resistance.
Without undervaluing the insights contributed by this critical
tradition, it seems time to recognize capitalism's remarkable cleverness in co-optmg everything operating as direct resistance. We
should try instead to see if there is not some way, as in judo, where
the enormousenergy evident in this consumer-equivalence ethic can
be harnessed to move in a different, lcss manipulative direction.
Rather than announcing co-optable design "goals, we should place
emphasis on shifting the formative processes whereby our built
environment comes into being.
Design-as-judo is far from design-as-control. While the old
Chinese "design" tradition of shi worked with the propensities latent
in each given situation in judo-like ways? this attitude is rare in the
West; direct control has been our hardcore design presupposition
since the differentiation of labor produced the notion of expert.
Modifying this historic legacy, we might, using Manuel DeLanda's
formulation, imagine design to involve combinations of meshworks
and hierarchiesX - mixtures of the self-organizing, bottom-up,
tactical, opportunity-generating, and the designed, top-down, strategic, problem-solving. Precise hierarchical design decisions can
facilitate the emergence of self-organizing formative processes.
Taking the myth that "self-organizing market mechanisms are
more efficient [than design] and register people's real desires," we
would first, following DeLanda's analysis, reject the notion that
markets in their contemporary global reach are anywhere near being
self-organized. None but the simplest rural fairs are other than
combinations - of hierarchies of meshworks and meshworks of
hierarchies.'' The actions and nature of the global market economy,
while moving in self-organizing patterns at some spatio-temporal
scales, is massively manipulated by a continuous stream of executive top-down hierarchical decisions. Consider, for example, the
inevitable world-wide capture of internet browsing operations by
Microsoft's recknt inclusion of its network navigator program with
its already dominant microprocessor software packages.'O "People's
real desires" in such cases, with predictable circularity, are drawn
into a world of expectations favoring the dominant parties who are
in a position to construct the conditions which form subjectivities
favorable to their interests.
We are a long way from understanding and working out design
techniques that effective1y use infrastructural and building interventions to direct the self-organization of our settlements. Efforts to use
non-linear dynamics in modeling design practices often lead back to
a naturalism more essentialist than the designer's traditional metaphysical legitimizations - origin or destiny." In spite of this
tendency for designers to polarize - design as a totally natural
process or as total human control - this shift to the combinational,
already beginning to be used in other disciplines, will eventually
mature into working techniques in the design disciplines.
The point of all this remains: to construct "material environments
supportive of a more democratic and sustainable, less privatized,
manipulative, and numbing, way of life," in short, environments
supporting post-consumerist subjectivities. But having a design
process enabling us to work with combinations will not move us
very far in this direction unless we also understand the processes
which construct the subjectivities which desire the consumer society and the supermarket city in the first place. Part two looks a bit
closer at the ways the physical set-up of our settlements contributes
to constructing consumerist subjectivities. In part three, using the
samecombinations of bottom-up and top-down formative practices
as have constructed contemporary subjectivities, we will explore
some of the specific actions architects can take to help redirect this
construction. That is, we will look at ways the architect, along with
others, can influence the design of post-consumerist settlements by
changing our infrastructural systems. And more directly at the
architectural scale, we will consider how building projects per se
may be designed to act as catalytic interventions tuned to set off
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self-organized change in the direction of post-consumerist
subjectivities.

11. CONSTRUCTING CONSUMERIST SUBJECTIVITIES
VIA THE GOOD LIFE
How have we come to embody the particular kinds of subjectivities
we do, leading us to desire some conditions, regard others with fear
or indifference, and never bothering to feel anything at all about still
others? The psychiatrist-philosopher FClix Guattari characterizes
our present societal set-ups as producing "a subjectivity of the
"generalized equivalence,' ... a standardized subjectivity that derives its value from its price on the mass-media market ... the way of
the infantilizing c o n s e n s ~ s . " ~ ~
The shift to the consumer ethic accumulated from countless
unnoticed bits of spontaneous and self-organizing action combined
with sweeping preplanned but short-ranged executive initiatives,
often of daring and efficacious insight. Search for the best bargain
to keep up with the neighbors, hybridized with build a Suez Canal.
As abundance becomes commonplace, contemporary life in the
developed world increasingly turns to expanding consumption as its
defacto public goal, no longer preoccupied with the struggle to
achieveadequate production. While public figures routinely proffer
a rhetoric of other more noble themes as our societal aspirations,
such as democracy, equity and justice - through education and the
insurance of opportunity, the effective "motor" of our economy without which these desirable conditions are seen as unattainable, is
said to be an ever-expanding economic system, which in turn must
be fueled by ever-expanding consumption of the system's so-called
limitless productive capacity. While numerous non-economic issues such as revived nationalisms and religious fundamentalisms
actively shape our lives, their influence is constraining, not productive like the market. We have come to believe that not only is the
market benevolently self-organizing, but, in the name of the "good
life," the market as well positions us all as players within its grid, if
we cooperate and work toward its most efficient performance. Even
those segments of the world population unaffected directly by the
latest patterns of consumption - those struggling for simple survival
- are caught up in the machinations of a global economy now
structurally dependent on expansion per se, whose chief means to
that end is the creation of subjectivities desiring new and ever more
interesting experiences, especially the kinds that can never be sated.
Consumption today, as generalized acquisition and "using-up,"
must be taken broadly: not only getting and exhausting material
goods and services, but getting and playing out good experiences and
information - new and "interesting" ideas and images, distractions
from routine, voyages into the ideal, safe "adventu~es,"and so on.
Architects are regarded as experts in providing good experiences,
perfected settings, ideal representational or expressive images,
readymade for consumption.
Among groups and individuals subject to different pressures or
havingdifferent historical inclinations, there are, to be sure, different
versions of what "good" amounts to, in material items and services,
in information, and in life experiences generally. Giving it names
such as multiculturalism, or pluralism, we make much of this
recognition as evidence of freedom in America, in the Free World,
as long as the differences involve only choices among experiences
the market is able to provide. In response to this diversification of
interests, up-to-date marketing and flexible production processes
are combined by successful entrepreneurs to cater to minutely
discriminating preferences of each separate market niche, relaxing
the Fordist imperative to construct a mass desire for the same
pleasures and expressions of taste.
Yet in experiences and information as well as in goods and
services, rather than seeking substantive differences, we seem to
prefer different versions of the same; we desire only the marginally
differentiated. Even acknowledging an increasingly segregated and
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differentiated population, most of us are attracted to the same types
of things and experiences every one else is getting, but with enough
apparent difference to mark a distinctive taste, to proclaim a specific
individual identity or peer group membership.
As Foucault and others have shown," in a society infused with the
feeling that we are all essentially autonomous and competing individuals relatively un-beholden to binding cultural traditions or
collective concerns, we carefully and ceaselessly register ourselves
against the norms which float through our everyday life-practices:
intelligence, sanity, sexual competence, bodily appeal, productivity,
self-reliance, gender clarity, even degree of neatness, being the more
obvious examples. In our social and private lives we measure
ourselves, and we ask to be measured, against these images of
normalcy - images of the idealized condition, established, with our
tacit consent, by the experts within the various disciplinary bureaucracies and played on effectively by the expanded media apparatus14
and the market-generators. To complement our self-measuring, we
willingly authorize the state or its institutional agents to certify the
authenticity and safety of everything that is too technical to grasp
quickly or that moves through our expanded choice-range too fast.
Those of us engaged in such activities, architects, for example, ask
to be measured against the normal so that others, busy in a fastmoving world, will be able to know we are capable, and we will also
not have to compete against the "unqualified."
On the modern promise of upward social mobility, many aspire,
and actively compete, to exceed the norms, but in an even more
emotional and rudimentary way almost everyone simply wants to be
regarded as at least falling within the normal. While constrained by
the stereotypes given at birth by one's society - gender and ethnicity
especially - we nevertheless construct identities intersubjectively
among those who are significant to us. But increasingly a major part
of this intersubjective play turns on self-construction, on representing our putative uniqueness through the acquisition of distinctive
personal experiences and possessions - differences that mark each
as individual but are still carefully selected from within theapproved
range of items our peers regard as normal. Normalcy is seen as
human nature; to be other than normal is to be un-natural, and who
likes that tag? Those who's livelihood comes from influencing the
character and magnitude of consumption - architects, for example work with normalization in ingenious ways, the end result being a
massive desire, in the free-fall of a world that seems open to almost
any interpretation, to place ourselves somewhere relative to stable
norms, with participation in the practices of normalized consumption being one compelling way.
Foucault, in considering the role the modem state plays in our
consumer ethic, says "the state's power ...is both an individualizing
and a totalizing form of power. Never, I think, in the history of
human societies ... has there been such a tricky combination in the
same political structures of individualization techniques, and of
totalizing procedures."ls (emphasis added) In this situation one of
our greatest social bonds is our common participation in the private
self-determined activity of consumption.
The Aristotelian notion of the Good Life, the attainment of man's
highest potential or end - reason, in this teleological view - was to
be achieved jointly with others through the exercise of the virtues in
the governance of the polis.16 For much of Western history this
connection with something beyond individual satisfaction continued in one form or another: each person was to contribute something
of his or her capacities to God's glory, or to the solidarity and benefit
of one's community. The rise of the modem individual begins a
radical shift in this notion of the Good Life, as Alisdair MacIntyre
notes: "For liberal individualism a community is simply an arena in
which individuals each pursue their own self-chosen conception of
the good life, and political institutions exist to provide that degree of
order which makes such self-determined activity possible.""
With the blessing of a certain kind of freedom that, once attained,
seems unlikely to be relinquished, most of us in the developed
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countries now see the Good Life much like a straightforward model
of private bookkeeping: each of us, as individual or as a member of
a particular community-of-interest, strives to get the greatest number of good experiences (goods and services, information, experiences) and to avoid the greatest number of conditions toward which
we feel indifference or consider bad.
This notion of the Good Life - more good, fewer indifferent and
bad experiences - is prone to an ever-accelerating pace and insatiable appetite for attention diversions and sensual titillations; indifference to those with insufficient means to pay; social isolation and
withdrawal of challenging unfamiliarity in the quest for guaranteed,
predictable, homogenized outcomes; public acceptance of outright
greed as success; and the like. Many believe the desire for this Good
Life, and the self-organizing market mechanism said to make it
possible, are both unstoppable; they quibble with the range and
quality andquantity oftheexperiences offered, but not theautonomy
of the items offered, as in the supermarket.
But there are gaps in the consumerist logic supporting this Good
Life, areas of experience and imaginative venture into which no plus
and minus accounting intrudes, gaps in its emotional appeal, and in
the processes through which it is expressed and reproduced. As de
Certeau shows, the hegemony of consumption may yet be
subvertable.ls Consumerism's gaps offer some points of catalytic
entry for interventionist architectural practices.

111. BOTTOM-UP CATALYTIC INTERVENTIONS
Let's assume, for the foreseeable future, the Good Life as bookkeeping continues: more good, fewer indifferent and bad experiences.
While the consumption of material goods may eventually respond to
the limits of global sustainability, the attitude toward consumption
of information, images, and good experiences seems likely to
continue, if not accelerate. The freedom of choice among experiences has an inexhaustible virtual range of combinations, from
which could be actualized ethical-aesthetic and institutional inventions of a magnitude and quality we have no way of presently
imagining. And can the self-inflicted passivity of the readymade
really be everyone's choice forever? With some sustained encouragement it is possible to imagine a sizable shift from the passively
consumed ready-made to more direct locally-constructed event
experiences.
If we assume, contra the pessimistic Tafuri mindset," an ongoing
reciprocal interaction between societal change and the agency of
physical environments, we may ask: what changes within architectural practices might contribute to the acceleration of these slight
movements toward a post-consumerist subjectivity? What kinds of
physical set-ups might help construct a subjectivity that does not
seek return to the integrated universes of value of the archaic or premodem, but one in which the individual autonomy and heterogeneity we have achieved may release a creative "manner of being," a
"processual immanence"20not imaginable from within our present
culture of normalization and equivalence?
Working as architects, little can be done to directly influence the
design of infrastructural set-ups, and more particularly, the ways
they will combine to produce unexpected effects. Relatively little
solid understanding is available in any case as to their combinational
effects -an area in need of some solid research among information
scientists, civil engineers, architects, cultural analysts. But direct
action is possible which would weakenour structural dependency on
at least one infrastructural set-up within our low-density dispersed
settlements: the highway. Especially tyrannical in its consumption
of space, time and resources, and ecologically debilitating, the
highway fosters incessant isolated mechanical movement and wasteful, a-social low-density land uses. Any design project that by any
affordable means can be linked to more than one material transportation mode should be. Designing to densities which make choices
of modes of movement economically possible - walking, public
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transportation, bicycling, as well as private automobiles - should be
an ethical imperative for architects in all cases where persuasion is
not overwhelmed by irreversible decisions. If the ecological perspective has taught us anything is should be that adiversity of means
in the long run is superior to any optimization of a singular mode.
Architects and their professional associations can contribute to civic
demonstration projects designed to influence the public's, and
eventually the market's, complex perceptions of the issues involved
in settlement dispersal and concentration. While infrastructural
decisions are executive, hierarchical, not made by any naturally selforganizing process, and even though they exhibit poorly understood
emergent capacities once in operation within the larger field situation, their productive powers can be redirected by d e ~ i g n . ~ '
At the local scale, a notion of design is possible whereby one
assumes that, while each successive increment of construction is a
singular event with its own range of immediate affordances, effects
and affective powers, it is at the same time a tacticalZZcatalytic
intervention opportunistically influencing the emergent potential of
the larger situation of which it is a part, and thus in return, the
assemblage of local built events comprising the larger situation.23
Understood in this way we would concentrate on its catalytic
productivity, less on attempting to control behaviors through topological organization and semiotics. Recognizing the indeterminacy
of the affordances, effects, and affects it produces, the designer
would make weakened control a virtue, setting up material conditions of imaginative provocation, while defamiliarizing the dulling
routines of passive institutional framings, turning the question of
"What do we do here together?" back to those who are at hand,
moving toward the aleatory event, not pre-decided.
Among institutions, now typically withdrawn behind a moat of
space in the dispersed settlement, (the shopping mall simply makes
a bigger, basically homogeneous package), there are many ways to
construct physical set-ups affording renegotiation of boundaries that
could offer combinational options to the single-purpose, singleidentity stance felt to be necessary in the present brand-name
competition. Retaining just enough distinctness to continue the
purposes for which they were instituted, an expanded range of
opportunities could be suggested to "consumers," depending on the
affiliations chosen for temporary conjoining among institutions.
Within the worlds of those precisely defined targeted institutions
of both required and optional attendance, there are ways to arrange
the physical set-ups to provoke, or at least hint at, a turn from
passively "getting" the experience to a construction of experience
with others. This is not to endorse the reactionary return to purified
identities promoted by many communitarian sentiments; if supported by the mediating atmosphere of sympathetic institutions, the
construction of shared experience would be by and among
subjectivities with heterogeneous interests and capabilities, offering
not confirmation one's place relative to the normal, but the creation
of new relationships, new modes of expression, inquiry, productive
adventure.
And last, there is all the swarming buzzing facticity of the material
world so lacking in coherent visual form as to be not quite subject to
placement in stable categories, to not being represented as namable
items or pictured as discrete recognizable entities, and thus cannot be
accorded the status of the real in our present culture of equivalence,
of circulating exchange. Yes, the media try to capture this as
contextual or background ambiance to enhance the consumable
package's appeal, but this absorption always fails. Considered as
chaos, designers, among others, assume it their duty to give it order.
But there is promise here: with some designed interventions, background may emerge as event, and while sometimes it will be
necessary to destroy the monstrous outcomes of such provocations,
in the end such experiments suggest we may have the ingredients for
optimism still.
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Interesting exploratory work using complexity theory in urban planning
is now available. But most, being concerned with self-organizing phenomena per se, tend to slight the dynamics of infrastructural combinations, reducing each to a simple constraint. Margaret Morse, looking at
the systemic nature of freeways, malls and television as infrastructure,
shows their combinational effectiveness in "An Ontology of Everyday
Distraction: The Freeway, the Mall, and Television," Logics of Television, Patricia Mellencamp, ed. (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University
Press, 1990), pp. 193-22 1.
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Nonlinear Nature of Social Time," George P. Scott, ed., Time, Rhythms.
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